Slide, Cassette, Tissue Block Filing Kit
Durable, Economical and Versatile Path Lab Storage System
This durable corrugated filing box kit can
store glass slides, cassettes, or tissue
blocks in either a dedicated fashion or in
combination. 500 cassettes store in the
stacked trays and 2000 slides are in a
single level tray per kit.
Boxes are stackable up to 12 high with
glass slide as inventory (lighter cassettes
more).
This kit includes In/Out cards for
inventory control and replacement. The
slide configuration also contains subindexing tab cards.

Each tray has a double row for slide or cassette storage. Each kit also has 50 convenient pink In/Out inventory
The cassette kit contains 8 trays and the slide kit
cards for detailing removal information and being a
contains 4 trays.
place keeper. The slide kit also has 25 green index
cards for sub-categorizing slide inventory.
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The front closure end is easily written on for a complete
inventory identification.
Note the 2 tabs centered on the top of the box that
indexes into the bottom of the box stacked above. This
maintains a secure alignment of the stack.

A durable design and a double internal corrugated
construction can support up to 300 lbs. The stack does not
collapse and the trays remain easily accessible.

In order to minimize shipping costs as well as preserving
laboratory space until needed, the file kits come
unassembled in packages of 10 kits
Each kit has full assembly instructions printed on the bottom
and complete kit assembly is done in a just few minutes.

Description

Cat. Nu.

Qty

Price

File System for Cassettes

CAS-FILE

10 Kits per package

$98.00 per package

File System for Slides

SLI-FILE

10 Kits per package

$90.00 per package

Cassette In/Out Pad

CAS-IO

1000 cards per box

$25.00

Slide In/Out Pad

SLI-IO

1000 cards per box

$25.00

Slide Index Pad

SLI-INDEX

500 cards per box

$20.00

BMA can process your Purchase Order or credit card (VISA or MasterCard) order.
When ordering, please include bill to, ship to, and tax status.
Please place your orders by fax, email, or regular mail to:

phone:
fax:

Biomedical Marketing Associates
2472 Citation Ct.
Wexford, PA 15090
(724) 935-6840
(724) 935-6840

email: sales@BiomedicalMarketing.com
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